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MOVE consortium signs cooperation
agreement with Logipole cluster
In the frame of the final MOVE project meeting and 3rd brokerage event, a
cooperation agreement between MOVE ESCP and the LOGIPOLE cluster
(Morocco) was signed.
The agreement identifies future opportunities for MOVE clusters and their
members for the improvement of sustainable transport and logistics in the
region of Souss- Massa. In particular, the partners discussed about the
possibilities to cooperate on the project for a "Centre Routier Eco Intelligent"
in Agadir.
More info on Logipole: http://www.logipolesm.org.ma/
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H2020 calls 2018 for Smart Green and
Integrated Transport
On 13th December in Bruxelles, Environment Park, in representation of the
MOVE consortium took part to the H2020 infoday and brokerage event about
cooperation opportunities on the opening 2018 calls for research and
Innovation. The focus of the event, organized by ETNA project, was on Smart,
Green and Integrated Transport, EU representatives showed how
International Cooperation is going to be encouraged in the next calls. This
focus will represent a further opportunity for the implementation of the
internationalization strategy of MOVE ESCP.

EU-Brazil cloud forum project
EUBrasilCloudFORUM project gives ICT companies/startups/SMEs the
opportunity to join the free online marketplace and to increase the chances of
finding users for their services in Brazil and Europe.
It is an instrument to support the internationalization of SMEs, set up by the
European Commission and the Government of Brazil.
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The platform is a practical tool for facilitating collaboration between
companies and experts from the ICT industry and academia from Europe and
Brazil. Registration is free and will contribute to presenting your expertise,
products and services and finding partners from Brazil and Europe.
More info on the web: https://eubrasilcloudforum.eu/
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H2020 and COSME opportunities for clusters
supporting innovation
One of Horizon 2020 and COSME programs objectives is to support cluster
interested in fostering processes for innovation of SMEs.
In particular, COS-CLUSTPARTNS action (COSME) is supporting European
Strategic Cluster Partnerships for Smart Specialisation Investments and
INNOSUP 01 action (H2020) supports Cluster facilitated projects for new
industrial value chains.
If interested in creating or joining a consortium, you can refer to MOVE
partners.
MOVE ESCP website: http://move-escp.eu/
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This newsletter is part of the project 690067 – MOVE - COS – CLUSTER-2014-3.03 which has received
funding from the European Union’s COSME Programme (2014-2020). The content of this document,
represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility; it can not be considered to reflect
the views of the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises or any other body of the
European Union. The European Commission and the Agency do not accept any responsibility for use that
may be made of the information it contains.
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